Wedding Season Nursing Dresses from
Peachymama

It's wedding season here in Australia.
It may have once been September through December but a growing number of brides and
grooms are ready to walk down the aisle all year round.
If you have received an invite to a wedding which will be happening over the next 6 months and
are a new and breastfeeding mums, do not fear. Not only will your young bub likely be allowed
at an “adult only” wedding, but you can also easily feed your baby while looking exceptionally
stylish and maybe a little funky in your P
 eachymama dress.

Daring and Electric
Want to make an impression? Choose our F
 lame Black Wrap for the next wedding you attend.
This gorgeous wrap dress is a classic piece which fits busts of all sizes and can easily also be
worn well after you’re finished breastfeeding. It can be worn layered with pants but at the
wedding, throw on a pair of black or even electric pink (trust us, it will work) heels and you will
be the belle of the ball – after the bride, of course.
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Psychedelic Throwback
Our Psychedelic Tie Front is a perfect choice for mums who may be attending an outdoor
wedding when night-time temperatures become a little cool. This long sleeved tie-front
breastfeeding dress perfectly conceals your trouble areas while highlighting your hot new mama
curves. Pads can be worn in the dress, though your favourite nursing bra will still fit nicely
beneath it.

Timeless Florals
Yes, we admit it - we love florals. But do you blame us? We have found a number or floral prints
to cater to the desires of mums throughout all of Australia. Our P
 inafore breastfeeding dress
featuring a smaller floral pattern is a favourite amongst mums. It is perfect for the summer and
can easily be dressed up for weddings and dressed down with a pair of flip flops or flats for days
around town or in the office.
Our next favourite: The Black Vintage Pink Floral. Pops with splashes of bright colour, this
dress is energetic and Summer. The neckline of the dress can be worn in a few different ways
(thanks to the tie in the front and it is light-weight, making it the ideal choice for these upcoming
hot summer months.
Our final floral favourite with a Spanish flare is the Floral Flamenco Wrap. This dress features
large stylized floral patterns in warm earthy tones, making it the ideal dress for a fall wedding (if
you are planning that far ahead). This dress features a gorgeous drape and does not even need
to be ironed - simply roll it up, jump in your convertible and take it to go. Ok, maybe not the
convertible - the SUV with a baby seat in the back will have to do for now... ;)
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http://www.weddingindustry.com.au/
http://www.peachymama.com.au/collections/breastfeeding-dresses
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